Abstract -The authors summarize the results of their research to bring to light and put into an international context the activities of this little-known, Cadiz-based inventor and entrepreneur who seems to have built Bell-type telephones as early as 1876, introducing his own commercial version in January 1878. In June 1878 he also had Hughes-type microphones for sale, and one year later he had combined them with his telephones in a set that included all the necessary elements to make and receive calls. Details of these instruments are given, taken from the descriptions written by Bonnet himself in an 1882 patent, and by one of his superiors in the State Telegraphs in a book published in 1884. Some considerations on the diffusion of his apparatus are also included.
INTRODUCTION
The important role played by Enrique Bonnet Ballester (Murcia, 1837 -Cadiz, 1905 in the introduction of the applications of electricity in Spain was recently pointed out by one of the authors in a short biographical work [1] . For many years a State telegrapher assigned to the Cadiz office, Bonnet also initially ran a watchmaking business in the city that provided him with the means to tum his knowledge and inventiveness into prototypes and operational devices.
Concerning telegraphy he built, among other things, a fast double-polarity, Morse-type system that worked successfully in the Spanish network and received an honorary mention at the Universal Exhibition of 1867 and a silver medal at the International Electrical Exhibition of 1881, both held in Paris, as well as an ABC apparatus for private communications that he put on sale as early as 1868, and a night optical telegraph 978-1-4244-7451-6/10/$26.00 ©2010 IEEE Bonnet was also very involved in telephony. What follows is a brief account of the authors' findings so far about his activities in this field, with a view to framing them within the Spanish and international developments concerning the new invention. This task has been hindered by the lack of direct sources of information, since according to his contemporaries Bonnet was a man of great modesty with little inclination to writing for the public. Furthermore, no personal records, should he have kept them, or letters have been found.
II. EARLY EXPERIMENTS
According to the testimony of a fellow telegrapher named Alfonso Marquez Rodriguez, Bonnet began experimenting with Alexander Graham Bell's telephone very early. In a biographical outline of his colleague published in a 1889 journal, Marquez wrote the following:
"In 1876, when news arriving to us from North America about the invention of the telephone was both scant and sketchy 1 , Senor Bonnet built two of these apparatus, perhaps the first ones to be tried in Spain and probably the first to be built in our country. Those who had the pleasure of witnessing those first tests, when the telephone still had the charm that surrounds all that is new and unknown, will always remember the emotion that we felt when hearing the human word coming across an immense distance by means of those crude wooden ear-trumpets,, 2 .
Unfortunately no other sources confirming these words have been found. However, the rest of the story having been proved scrupulously correct in all its details, there seems to be little conducted the day before to a small group of people at the Gran Teatro in the city. Placed some eighty meters apart on different storeys of the theatre, they perfectly exchanged speech and songs. "Glory to the inventor of the telephone!", one of them said, prompting the answer from the anonymous reporter "And to its builder in Cadiz!". This gentleman did not bother to describe for his readers the telephones that were used, although he made it clear that they were no longer test specimens but finished commercial units, since they could be made to operate "from house to house and even from town to town", and Bonnet "without paying any tribute abroad", was putting them "within reach of all fortunes, because of the low price of the apparatus and wires for communication and also the cheapness of the minimum installation". As a matter of fact, another Cadiz daily had previously reported the expected arrival of "an assortment of telephones" at Bonnet's shop JO , and the following February 12 the Diario de Cadiz advertised them at 25 pesetas a pair, as well as the meter of "padded copper wire for communicating" priced at one-eighth of a peseta.
It was certainly time for Bonnet to make up his mind to sell his apparatus: by then a so-called "telephone expositor" based in Seville was spending some days at Jerez de la Frontera, whether and to what extent they had been modified, still remains to be answered.
The scheme of the patented stations differs little from those of other contemporary inventors (Fig. 1 ). They include a microphone, two telephones, a call button, a bell and two cells, one for the bell and the other for the microphone. This particular device is in circuit with the primary of a transformer or "induction coil", the secondary of which is connected to the line. The hooks for the telephones, located on the sides of the station, drive switches that allow one to pass from the standby/call state to that of conversation. Both telephones have to be picked up in order for the microphone to operate, and in case this should fail for any reason, the right-hand telephone may be hung up and the left-hand one then used for alternately listening and talking.
Microphone and telephones are the most characteristic features of the station. The microphone (Fig. 2) consists of a series arrangement of two equal sets of three gas-carbon cylindrical rods connected in parallel. All the rods (4 cm long and 5 mm in diameter) are placed in the same direction and fit loosely at one end in the holes of a single carbon bar, while the other ends of each set of three do so in separate shorter bars. The bars in tum are screwed to a plate of "fibrous mahogany" that picks up the sonorous vibrations.
The telephone (Fig. 3 ) makes use of a 13-cm long, straight permanent magnet of barely square cross-section (13x 12 mm). This is not solid but compound, made by pressing together six thin strips, and screwed near the end of one face and 27 Jose Galante, "Los trabajos del senor Bonnet", Revista de Tehigrafos, September 1, 1883, pp. 357-362. 28 Archivo Historico de la OEP M, file P 2143. Bonnet's application bears the date of January 21. 29 The only difference worth mentioning is that in the application for the patent the current sent by one station to call the other passes through the bell of the latter and makes it ring, while in Galante's description the current activates a relay that in tum connects the bell to the local cell, an arrangement that must have allowed the station to operate over longer distances.
perpendicularly to it, carries a small soft iron cylinder that forms the nucleus around which the coil is wound. A very thin diaphragm of the same material, with a hole 5 mm in diameter cut at its centre, is placed very close to the nucleus -the distance can be finely adjusted from the back of the telephone-and normal to its axis. All these parts are lodged in a cylindrical wooden box that is closed by a funnel-shaped piece to keep the diaphragm in place, and is provided with a handle enveloping the magnet. The user can therefore hold this handle comfortably parallel to his face and not at a right angle to it as in many telephones of the time. 30 The hole also allowed the end of the nucleus to be seen while adjusting its distance to the diaphragm. 
VIII. CONCLUSION
Enrique Bonnet's name deserves to figure on the list of European telephone pioneers, no matter the scarcity of details about his earliest work or the limited diffusion of his apparatus at a time when any kind of protection for innovators was something unusual in Spain. subscriber, say 1, calls, sending his battery current, "the disk of the same number will show up" and the bell will ring until B is pressed. The operator will then displace lever 1 to the left, thereby communicating with the caller. If he or she wants to talk, say with 3, the operator will displace both levers 1 and 3 to the right. "The subscribers announce the end of the conversation by sending their currents".
